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PREAMBLE 

1. Developer’s vision: 

The development plan erected by the Owner on the side of Route 108 shows a conSnuous 
access road (rue Virgin Hill) running along the northern side of the property. See photo. 

2. Municipal plan: 

To transfer more than 80% of the exisSng width of the right-of-way to the developer, in exchange 
for two areas that would be used to provide turning space at the upper and lower ends. The 
municipality would retain a strip 2m wide along the northern side of this corridor, for “use as a 
walking path”.  

Neither of the above opSons is deemed acceptable to the CCE for the reasons set out below. Moreover, 
the second is not feasible. 

 
Lots for sale sign, spring 2012: The site plan shows Virgin Hill Road on the upper side, providing vehicular access  to 
lots 3, 4 and 5, while lots 1 and 2 front onto chemin de l’Université. Chemin Magog (route 108) runs along the lower 
edge of the property. 



This corridor has not served as a road for over 30 years. It has unofficially become a walking trail of great 
beauty, and its maintenance costs have been minimal. Even when used as a road, it was a very low-key 
roadway, with excepSonal panoramic interest. 

To cede the major part of this corridor to a developer is to give away a precious piece of our collecSve 
natural heritage, enjoyed for decades by residents of North Hatley and visitors alike. To do this without 
so much as informing ciSzens is, we feel, shameful. 

The current right-of-way is 40 `. wide (12.2m). It is lined by mature trees on two banks, a lower bank on 
the south side and a higher bank to the north. Both banks and many of the trees on them are within the 
limits of the corridor. 

Two startling facts emerge from the proposal to give away the major part of the corridor, and retain a 
mere strip 2m (6.5 `.) wide for public use: 

1. The Village is proposing a quid pro quo deal to the developer. Groupe Germain would cede two 
small pieces of land to provide a turning area at each end of the closed secSon of road.  
Total area ceded = 595 m2.  
In return they would receive 2875 m2 of municipal property: nearly five Ames more!  

2. The space that would be retained by the Village is totally unusable for walking or any other 
future purpose, due to the topography. Trees, drainage works, steep bank all make its use 
impossible, unless major and highly destrucSve engineering works were undertaken. 

Road frontage and access 
1. The Village requires a minimum of 20m road frontage to any lot to be developed.  

Looking only at the five lots on the northern side of the land, we see that lots #1, 2 and 3 have 
frontage on chemin Université.   
Lot #5 can be easily accessed by the exisSng cul-de-sac which served Auberge Hatley. Several 
opSons should be evaluated with regard to its frontage and for truck-turning requirements. A 
very short extension beyond the exisSng barrier might be necessary to provide the required 
frontage, or possibly spot-zoning might be used to modify this requirement.  

It seemed that only one lot (#4, as shown on the developer’s roadside billboard) might have 
some problems of accessibility.  
In fact, MG returned to the site later on May 3 and took measurements at the chemin Université 
end. The boundary between lots 3 and 4 lines up with the exisSng entry to the Wells property.  
The entry to lot #4 could face the Wells entry, where trucks presently turn without any difficulty. 
No extension to the exisSng road would be required, and in fact the present barrier locaSon 
could be moved a short distance westwards. 

In light of the above facts, we urge Council to retain exisAng property rights to the full corridor and 
make the greatest length possible accessible to foot traffic only. This is a piece of our landscape 
heritage that we should not take away from present or future generaAons.  



The idea of a narrow gravel roadway running the full length of the corridor, gated at each end to limit its 
access to authorised vehicles only, was brought up during the May 3rd (2012) visit.  
This now seems unnecessary due to the ease of access from the exisSng western cul-de-sac (see above). 
We feel it would also be strongly detrimental to the enjoyment of a walking path within the confines of 
the corridor, and would not allow the planning of a narrow, meandering trail, accompanied by 
sympatheSc landscaping.  

Panoramic views 
Whatever steps possible should be taken to ensure that mulSple view-points are maintained and 
protected in perpetuity against obstrucSons (such as high fences). The most feasible places to do this 
would be at the intersecSons of certain lot lines with the corridor. In addiSon, some viewing areas 
should be provided on both the north and south banks, which are raised up above the old roadway. 

Shade canopy 
The conSnuous rows of deciduous trees lining both sides of the corridor contribute greatly to its beauty 
and to walkers’ comfort and enjoyment. They must be protected by all means possible, and some young 
trees should be planted on both banks to perpetuate this canopy. Cuhng of trees, bordering the 
corridor, on private land should also be controlled. 
Note: The CCE strongly recommends a new by-law requiring development plans for any lot in North 
Hatley to indicate all trees whose cuQng is proposed, prior to approval being granted. 
Hydro lines or other aerial uAliAes must be forbidden within or parallel to this corridor. 
These services should enter the lots from chemin Magog (Route 108). OpSmally they would be provided 
by underground conduits. 

Ditches 
Steps must be taken to reduce the physical and visual impact on this corridor of the rock-filled ditches 
that have recently been implemented. Other opSons do exist and should be evaluated. More conducive 
methods should be prioriSsed, especially in the upper secSon of the corridor where no drainage works 
have been undertaken. 

Design criteria for a future walking trail should include the following: 
• airacSve barriers at each end to ensure that no motorised vehicles have access; 
• narrow pathway (varying from 6 to 8’) , meandering within the 40 `. corridor, occasionally rising 

on to the southern bank and with short spurs giving access to the northern bank ; 
• vegetaSon (bushes and shrubs) used to define its route and borders; 
• rusSc benches be made and sited so as to maximise enjoyment of views; 
• bicycles not to be ridden on the pathway (they could be walked). 

NOTE: some of this work could be done by volunteers. Michael Grayson would be happy to parUcipate … 
he has incidentally designed much longer trails (pedestrian and/or bike) in several regions of Quebec. 


